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B.E. / B"Tech. - DEGREE EXAMINATI0NS, Nov/DEC 2022 (MARCH}LL3)
First Semester

Artificial Intelligence and Data Science

iCommon to all branches except Computer Science and Business Systems)

2OESGEIO1 . ENGINEERING GRAPHICS
(Regulations 2020)

Duration: 3 Hours Max. Marks: 100

PART - A (5 x 2t) = 100 Marks)
Ans'wer all Questions

1. a) Construci a hyperbola, given the distance of the focus ilom the
directrix is 50 mm and the eccentricitv is 1.5.

OR

bl Draw free hand sketches of the front, trip and side view of the block
given beiou'.

All dimensions are in mm

2. a) A line AB 75 mrn long is inclined at an angle of 30o tc HP and 45o to

VP. The point A is 20 mm above HF and 25 mm in front of VP. Draw

the projecticns of the straight line.
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4.

b)

a)

b)

a)5.

b)

OR

A square lamina ABCD ol side 40 mrn resis on the ground on its
comer z\ in such a way that the diagonal AC is inclined at 45" to HP
and apparentiy inciined at 30o to VF. Draw the projcctions of the
lanrina.

A pentagorral prism of Lrzrse side 30 mm anrl axis trength 60 mm rest on
HP on one of its base edge rvith its axis is inclined at 30" to HP and

parallel to VF" f)raw its Prolecticns"
OR

A hexagonai pyramid of base edge 30 mm anei height 60 mm rests on

one olits base edges on HF" Drarv tl"re projections of the pyramid when

its base makes an angtre of 45o to the HP.

A cube of side 40 mm is piaced and cut ir.v a plane in such a way that

the true shape of the section is a rerguittr hexagon. Drarv its Sectional

vieu" anci true shape of the seciion. Also delennine ihe inclination of
the cutting plane rvith the HP.

OR

A cone of base diarneter 40 nim and height 70 rnrn is cut b-v an inclined

plane v.;hich meets ihe axis at a point 25 mm above the base. The

igtting plane is inclined at an angie of 60" to i{P. Draw the

development of the lateral surfacc o{'the cone.

A c,,-trinder of 30 mm diarneter and 50 mm axis length is resting on HP

on it, base. A section plane bisects the axis of the cylinder" which is

perpendicula:: to VF and inclined, at an arrgle of '45o to HP. Obtain the

isometric projection of the truncated cyiinder'
OR

A pentagonal pyrami,c oi 30 mm ba*<e side and axis length of 50 mm is

standinf on ils-base on the ground plane',r'ith a base side parailel to

ancl 20;nm behind the PP. ]lhe station point is 30 mm to the ieft of the

aris of the pyrarnid, 50 mrn in liont of the PP and 30 mm above the

ground plane . Drau'the perspective projection of the pyramid'
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